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The purpose of this illustration to so provide a prophetic comparison to strongly suggest that the Abomination of Desolation spoken prophetically by the prophet Daniel will indeed be a physical statue that like Nebuchadnezzar erected in the plain of Dura. The coming AntiChrist will erect 
such an ‘image’ on the Temple Mount in proximity to the rebuilt 3rd Temple to divert the worship centered around the 3rd Temple. This illustration suggests that during the coming Tribulation period, such a statue will be in keeping with the Biblical types since Nebuchadnezzar’s day when 
not only was he given the dream of a statue of world empires as types of ‘Beasts’ to come until Messiah, but he was the first to have a statue of gold venerated and worshipped in his ‘image’, thus the ‘Image of the Beast’. The timing is suggested to be at the mid-point of the Tribulation to 
coincide with the cessation of the Daily Sacrifices as the AntiChrist diverts worship to himself. The mythological implications of Saturn is highly significant at this time as the AntiChrist, as a type of Saturn is purported to be the god of wealth, freedom and time. The Bible clearly describes 

a time coming wherein the AntiChrist, as the god ‘Saturn’ will even seek to change and seasons of time after the Rapture.  
 

 

THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST 
ABOMINATION OF DESOL ATIONS STATUE  

The Sol Invictus 

Bible experts believe that as it pertains to Saturn’s mythology, it goes back 
farther than that of the human history records. Based on the notion of Earth’s 
earliest stages, Lucifer was attributed with the characteristics of Saturn. Lucifer 
was perhaps the god and ruler of the Golden Age of Aquarius on Earth and 
commander of the Titans with his 7-ray crown as Saturn also has 7 primary ring 
groupings, A-G. It is interesting that many of such statues that rulers of world 
empires as types of ‘Beasts’ have erected over the ages have this 7-ray crown 
depiction of the Sol Invictus, the Unconquerable Sun. In Luciferian circles, 
Lucifer is the Sol Invictus, in direct competition to the Son of GOD, Jesus 
Christ.  ~The Church Age 
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DANIEL’S 70TH WEEK? 

THE 4 BEST EMPIRES 
PROPHETIC TIME 

In approximate Phi ratio 

Human Body 

THE UNCONQUERED SUN 

This study suggests that the Sol Invictus statue of which AntiChrist types from Nebuchadnezzar to Nero erected was 
a type of the Image of the Beast that is to come and be attributed to the Abomination that will cause Desolation in the 

House of GOD; that is the 3rd Temple. Such world leaders of the Beast empires as noted from Nebuchadnezzar to 
Nero for example had the spirit of the AntiChrist.  

The Golden Statue 
In Daniel’s time, Nebuchadnezzar’s 
golden Statue set up in Dura was 60 
cubits high and 6 cubits by 6 cubits in 
diameter according to the Bible. This 
will be the case during the coming 
Tribulation period for Israel and the 
world in general. This coming event of 
Abomination of Desolation that this 
study suggests will be a statue of the 
likes of a Sol Invictus will be associat-
ed to the same 60-6-6 measurement 
or 666 numerical factor of the Anti-
Christ’s new economic system to 
come. It will be associated with the 
‘number of his name’ that will be the 
‘Mark of the Beast’, 666.  

This illustration suggests that as it was then for the Exiles of Judah in Babylon, so will such a time be for the Exiles of Judah from Rome 
since 70 AD, i.e., Israel during the coming Tribulation Period that the 3 young men prophetically typify. Once again those who do not pay 
homage to this Image of the Beast set up by the False Prophet to venerate and give worship in the Temple to the coming AntiChrist and 
the Dragon or Lucifer will suffer capital punishment by beheading. Such a practice is now commonplace in Islam, from those that Jesus 

warned would think they are doing a favor for GOD. The backdrop will be within the context of the time of Jacob’s Trouble, a time of  
testing and purification that will transform Israel to the point that they will acknowledge the true Messiah, Jesus Christ.  

Prophetic Déjà-Vu 
In Daniel’s day, the mandatory worship of 
the ‘Image of the Beast’ was a ploy to try and 
get the Jewish Exiles from Judah to forsake 
YHVH as it will be in the Last Days during 
the coming Tribulation Period to test Israel.  
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Conceptualization of the Anthropomorphic 
Temple-Man by Tony Badillo at 

www.templesecrets.info 
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The Divine Blueprint 

Lucifer will set-up a statue next to 
the 3rd Temple. It will be in direct 
competition to mimic the Temple 
that is proportioned in phi ratio, 
anthropomorphically to that of the 
form of a Body. It is the Body of 
Christ pattern. Lucifer seeks to 
divert worship from Christ to the 
AntiChrist as an alternative.  
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ISLAM IN EAST - CONSTANTINOPLE 1453 

The Light Bearer 

THE KING OF BABYLON’S VISION 
Interpreted by Daniel 


